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Be Relevant and Stay Relevant with Search Marketing
Search marketing has evolved over the
last decade but it remains a top way
to drive website traffic, increase brand
visibility and generate leads. Once a
mechanical process of simply creating
a search campaign strategy, developing
keywords and including them in your
paid ads, website copy and metadata,
it’s now a more nuanced art that
involves a strategic balance of relevant
content, smart bidding and laserfocused optimization.
Search marketing is a critical
component of any digital marketing
program. Understanding what your
prospects and customers are searching
can signal intent and allow you to
determine their progress in their
buyer’s journey. Are they simply in a
research and learning phase? Are they
discovering your product or solution?
Are they evaluating you against your
competitors? Or have they already
purchased and need help and support?

Their search queries can tell you
more than simply what keywords are
performing within your ads; they can
help inform your media campaigns and
overarching content strategy.
While search marketing can provide
valuable insights, it can be difficult
to manage, especially with limited
bandwidth, headcount and budget.
There are several different engines,
accounts and user interfaces like
Google Ads, Microsoft Advertising
(formerly Bing Ads,) Yahoo! Gemini and
more. You need to be familiar with all
of their different editor tools, reporting
and integrations. Plus, you need to
know how to optimize in each platform.
It can be nearly impossible to take into
account all user signals to manage
keyword bids appropriately. Google
Marketing Platforms Search Ads 360
can relieve the burden and help you
become more productive.

SA360 Tip
Using an enterprise search management solution like SA360 will unlock
features like Data-Driven Attribution (DDA). Setting up your DDA model in
SA360 allows you to analyze interactions in your campaigns and creates
a custom model for distributing conversion credit based on where an
interaction occurs in a conversion path.
- Sonorah Hunter

A Quick Search Ads 360 Primer
Search Ads 360 (SA360) is part of the
comprehensive Google Marketing Platform
(GMP), which offers a wide range of tools to help
marketers achieve the greatest digital marketing
campaign success. SA360 helps agencies and
marketers efficiently manage some of the largest
search marketing campaigns in the world across
multiple engines and media channels.

Its streamlined workflow and powerful reporting
features enable you to efficiently run campaigns,
while automated bidding improves campaign
performance. Native integration with the GMP
allows you to manage and track digital campaigns
across a single platform, enabling rich, crosschannel buying, reporting and attribution. Here’s
what that looks like:

As a key part of this comprehensive platform,
SA360 helps:

Simplify Your Operations
SA360 consolidates your search marketing into
one tool, allowing you to access your various
search engine accounts and agnostically optimize
your budgets all with one simple login.

Automate Your Bids
Google’s Machine Learning (ML) algorithm, SIBYL,
helps automate bidding in SA360. It applies
automated rules, scheduled edits, labels, reporting
and more to smartly streamline your bidding
processes and save you time.

Deliver Cross-Channel Attribution
Deduplicate your attribution across search and
display in Campaign Manager to get holistic
conversion reporting and understand how users
are engaging with your campaigns.

SA360 Tip
Once you sync your search engines into
SA360, you can build lists of customers who
click on your search ads and social ads. You
can then use the engines or Display & Video
360 to re-engage your customers on search,
social or display channels.
- Shaun Lanza

Get the Most from Your Search Campaigns
Use SA360 to:

Respond in real time
Give your search campaigns an edge with SA360’s Smart Bidding. Using Google’s Machine learning
technology, the system will rapidly analyze millions of signals and trends to proactively adjust keyword
bids. SA360 bid strategies will learn as they make impactful optimizations while surfacing health issues
that could improve performance.

Build connected campaigns
Know what’s working and what’s not by connecting your search campaigns with your other digital
channels. Use your Google Analytic goals to power your bid strategies in SA360 and maximize
conversions while staying within an ROI range that you specify.

Make better business decisions
Get the insights you need to understand the customer journey and make more informed decisions
with robust reporting features, attribution tools and third-party solutions. Bring your data together with
seamless integrations, including the ability to upload offline conversions and cross-channel reporting.
From: https://marketingplatform.google.com/about/search-ads-360/benefits/

Integrations for Powerful Digital Campaigns
Bring your data together with seamless
integrations including call tracking and the ability
to upload offline conversions. Because SA360
is part of the GMP, it integrates with Google
Analytics and Google Analytics 360, Campaign
Manager, Display & Video 360 and other tools to
give you insight into the entire customer journey.
You can use SA360 to port data into Campaign
Manager, which is the hub of the Google
Marketing Stack. Because SA360, Campaign

Manager and Display & Video 360 share the
same unique advertiser ID, you can view a path
to conversion report. This allows you to have
a single, consolidated view of how your search
marketing campaigns have affected user intent
within the conversion funnel. You can then move
that data into Google Optimize 360 and Google
Analytics 360, unlocking opportunities to create
and optimize impactful campaigns across all of
your digital channels.

SA360 Tip
Once you link Google Analytics and SA360, Google Analytics immediately
starts sending data to SA360 for you to use. Leverage Google Analytics
columns for reporting, bid strategies and remarketing.
- Jeff Stuart

Getting Started with SA360
Once you have access to SA360 (which you can get from a platform provider and partner like Adswerve),
there are four steps you can take to successfully onboard:

First, build out your Advertiser in Campaign Manager and create your Floodlight tags so you can
deduplicate them across both search and display. Next, submit your SA360 Advertiser Creation form to
the Adswerve team, which will build the one-to-one connection between SA360 and Campaign Manager
to deduplicate conversions. Then, finalize engine setup and pull in Google Ads, Microsoft Advertising,
Yahoo! Japan, Baidu or other engines. Once those steps are complete, you’ll be able to sync to the
external engines and port their data into SA360 to start optimizing within the platform.

SA360 Tip
Set up automated daily syncs in SA360 to
ensure you’re working with the latest data.
Once applied, the SA360 platform will sync
your search engines daily at the exact time
you set.
- Sonorah Hunter

Get Expert Help and Support
Because SA360 is an always-on platform, it may
be difficult to setup and implement following best
practices on your own. Turning to experts like

Adswerve can set you up for success and ensure
you have everything you need to get the most ROI
from your SA360 investment. Here’s our process:

Step One: Conversion Tagging Strategy & Deployment
Whether you already know your strategy or need some help defining it, we can help. Together, we’ll
create a tagging plan based on your goals. We’ll also setup and deploy your Floodlight conversions tags
through Campaign Manager, then audit and QA them to ensure the strategy is successful and conversions
are tracked correctly. This will allow for cross-channel attribution across your Google Marketing Platform
media campaigns.

Step Two: Management, Integrations & Advisory
We’ll establish user permissions, sync your paid search campaigns, prepare dashboard views and QA
to ensure all tracking is in place and timely. We’ll also unlock more insights by integrating with Google
Analytics, Big Query, Call Tracking and more.

Step 3: Data Without Disruption
We’ll make sure there’s no data disruption and that historical data is populating in your reporting. We can
also help you re-scrape engine data, pull your Google Ads and Google Analytics conversions into SA360
and consult with you on offline conversions and third-party tracking.

Step 4: Customized Training
Whether you’re ready to manage SA360 on your own or want us to continue to help, we’ll ensure your
success with in-depth training that uses your own data, customized to your specific goals and needs.
Because Adswerve has deep expertise across the entire GMP, we can make sure your SA360 instance is
leveraging all available tools to drive data and insights that will take your digital campaigns to the next
level — and help you prove ROI.

SA360 Tip
We know how difficult and time consuming it is to learn a new platform. When you pull in
Adswerve’s SA360 experts, we’ll kickstart the onboarding process by setting up the necessary
tools to make impactful optimizations right away.
- Shaun Lanza

Adswerve SA360 Managed Services Overview
When you partner with Adswerve to run your Search Ads 360 account, you get the peace of mind that
comes with knowing your paid search campaigns are being proactively and expertly managed, freeing
you to focus on other strategic priorities. Here are six reasons to tap our Managed Services:

We’re Industry-Leading Google Experts
As a Premier Google Marketing Platform Partner with a decade of expertise, we can unlock the full
breadth and depth of Google’s Search Ads 360, ensuring that you’re optimizing more efficiently and
driving more ROI.

We’re Also Data-Driven Consultants
As a team of 200 media and data experts, we believe that solid data is the foundation for helping you
prove business success. We’ll ensure you have a successful tagging strategy in place and are ready to
drive search advertising success.

We Offer Flexible, Transparent Pricing
Adswerve’s pricing is clear and transparent — with no long-term contracts. Plus, our Managed Services
are flexible. We can start with a launch package and then scale up to full-service management of your
Search Ads 360 campaigns or scale down to a consultative role at any time.

We’re Committed to Your Success
We have a proven plan and dedicated staff to guide you every step of the way — from initial onboarding
and floodlight setup and tracking, to QAing, troubleshooting, reporting and ongoing optimization. We’re
100% committed.

Top Brands Rely on Adswerve for Their
Search Performance

We Don’t Just Talk the Talk
We walk the walk, too. Read how Adswerve helped an insurance giant beat their CPA goal by 68%.

Take the First Step Toward More Successful Campaigns
To learn more about how Google Search Ads 360 can help improve your productivity, optimizations,
conversions and more — or to explore your implementation options with Adswerve, email
Sales@Adswerve.com or call 720-242-9837.

Additional Resources
• SA360 Overview
• SA360 On-Demand Training

About Our SA360 Experts
Sonorah Hunter
Sonorah is an
implementation
consultant at
Adswerve with
over five years
of extensive “hands-on” experience
in the digital marketing space, with a
focus on search engine marketing and
search engine optimization. She has
agency experience delivering cuttingedge SEM campaigns and has created
innovative marketing strategies that
accelerated growth, increased demand
and maximized media budgets.
As a SA360 expert, Sonorah specializes
in launching new Adswerve clients on
the platform while equipping them
with the proper training and tools to
enhance their current search campaign
performance.

Shaun Lanza

Jeff Stuart

Adswerve Account
Executive Shaun
Lanza has worked
in digital advertising
on the agency side
for the past 4.5 years, at both Publicis
and Jellyfish, where he focused on paid
search. Throughout his professional
career, he has leveraged SA360 and
GA360 to drive profitability for clients
with multi-million dollar budgets in the
for-profit education, pharma and B2B
verticals.

Jeff has over
six years of
digital marketing
experience and is a
Google Marketing
Platform paid media expert. Jeff began
as a PPC Specialist at a full-service
performance marketing agency in south
Denver. While working at this agency,
he grew to oversee $50K in combined
monthly spend across a variety of
different verticals, including real estate,
automotive and e-commerce.

Aside from traditional search, he
has had exposure to CM, GDN and
Facebook Ads. He has his business
degree with a focus in marketing from
Loyola University Maryland. He holds
certifications in Google/Bing Ads,
SA360 and CM.

For the last three years Jeff has lent his
talents to Adswerve’s clients and internal
teams by evangelizing SA360 and
providing both technical and tactical
guidance around its use. Today, Jeff
serves as an account executive for
high-profile advertisers seeking strategic
GMP support.

About Adswerve
As a leading Google Marketing and Cloud partner, Adswerve is a team of media and analytics veterans
who believe smart marketing is built on data discovery. Formerly two separate entities, Adswerve
acquired Analytics Pros in August of 2018 and is now able to provide unparalleled expertise across the
entire Google Marketing and Cloud Platforms. With offices in Denver, Seattle and New York, Adswerve
helps thousands of digital marketers, data analysts and agencies make stronger connections with their
customers through successful data-driven strategies. :: adswerve.com ::
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